
Medicaid/APCD 
claims data

Eligibility Table 
(summary of continuous 

enrollment periods by 
payer and member)

Transformation of 
location specific 
data to input file 
specifications1

Comorbidity 
Claims (all medical 

claims during time 

frame)

Pharmacy Claims 
Data

HEDIS 
ASM-C/MMA-A 

NDC Lists2

Import into SAS 
data format

Medical Claims 
Data (long format 

medical claims during 
time frame with asthma 
as a diagnosis code) 

Transpose from 
wide to long 
format by DX 

order

Asthma_Meds: 
Evaluation Year

Asthma_Meds: 
Lookback Year

NOTES

1Input files must be created to 
specifications provided, but 
implementation details are left to specific 
sites.

2Asthma Med information comes from 
the HEDIS defined ASM-C or MMA-A 
NDC lists for asthma medications.

1. Pre-Measure Processing Steps

Asthma 1 Measure Calculation Steps

Asthma 1 input file

Asthma 1 output file

Useful intermediate file

Other intermediate file

Key

Process Description

External Data Source
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Eligibility Table 
(summary of continuous 

enrollment periods by 
payer and member)

Pharmacy Claims 
Data

Medical Claims 
Data (long format 

medical claims during 
time frame)

Asthma_Meds: 
Evaluation Year

Asthma_Meds: 
Lookback Year

1) ENROLLMENT_LOG3

2) ALL_AST_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL3

3) ALL_RX_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL3

Filter to study 
timeframe

Filter to study 
timeframe and 

inclusion 
diagnosis 

codes, during 
enrollment_log 

periods

asthma_reference_rx

Filter to study 
timeframe and 
NDC listed in 

reference table, 
during 

enrollment_log 
periods

NOTE

3These are the reference files used to 
identify numerator and denominator 
events.

2. Reference file creation
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2) ALL_AST_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL 3) ALL_RX_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL

hosp_asth_top2 amb_asth_top1 amb_asth_all

CPT/REV code in hospital 
list; asthma DX; DX order = 

1 or 2

CPT/REV code in outpatient 
list; asthma DX; DX order = 

1

CPT/REV code in outpatient 
list; asthma DX; DX order = 

1 through DX_MAX

all_events

4) ALL_EVENTS_CLEAN

%ServMonth(): 
Run 
for 

each 
eval 

month 
(12x)

Filter to include 
events between 

lookback start and 
beginning of eval 

month

JAN, FEB, MAR, 
APR.... DEC

Filter to include 
ages 3-21

JAN_TOTAL_MEM_LEVEL 
... 

DEC_TOTAL_MEM_LEVEL

Identify payer 
details associated 
with most recent 
qualifying event

Sum event type 
counts by member 

for each month

JAN_IDENT ... 
DEC_IDENT

Filter to retain only 
patients who 

satisfy rules for 
identifiable asthma 

Remove any 
patients who do 

not meet 3 month 
continous 

enrollment criteria4

9) 
JAN_IDENT_CE 

... 
DEC_IDENT_CE

Concatenate 
denominator 
month tables

10) AST1_OUT.DENOMINATOR_RAW_DATA

Deduplicate: 1 
event type per 
person per day

%Cnt(): 
Run 
for 

each 
eval 

month 
(12x)

%Ident_asth(): 
Run 
for 

each 
eval 

month 
(12x)

%ServMonth(): 
Run 
for 

each 
eval 

month 
(12x)

Merge

JAN_NOIDENT ... 
DEC_NOIDENT

3. Denominator Calculation

Note
 
4Continuous enrollment period is 
defined as 2 months before through 
the end of the evaluation month.

5
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2) ALL_AST_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL

<mon>_ed <mon>_hosp

3) ALL_AST_CLMS_PLUS_ENROLL

CPT/REV code in hospital 
list; asthma DX; DX order = 
1 or 2; service date within 
month; age within range

CPT/REV code in ED list; 
asthma DX; DX order = 1 or 
2; service date within month; 

age within range

<mon>_ed_hosp

Keep only 
numerator events 

for the 
payer/member 

combos that exist 
in the denominator

Deduplicate so 
that there is only 1 
numerator event 

type per day

Remove any 
hospital claims 
within 1 day of 
each other or 

within 1 day of an 
ED visit

Count number of 
events per 
member

<mon>_numerator_cnt

<mon>_numerator_clean3

<mon>_numerator_clean

<mon>_numerator

%CalculateNumerator(): 
Run 

macro 
once 
for 

each 
month

From denominator section

11) 
Jan_numerator_cnt... 
Dec_numerator_cnt

12) AST1_IN.NUMERATOR_RAW_DATA
Concatenate 

numerator month 
files

4. Numerator Calculation

9) 
JAN_IDENT_CE 

... 
DEC_IDENT_CE
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Comorbidity 
Claims (all medical 

claims during time 

frame)

PMCA v3 
Algorithm

13) AST1_OUT.RESULTS_PMCA7

1) ENROLLMENT_LOG

12) AST1_IN.NUMERATOR_RAW_DATA

10) AST1_OUT.DENOMINATOR_RAW_DATA

denom_plus_demo

output_long

14) ast1_out.asthma_1_data_<YEAR> 5,6

5 Output File Creation

NOTES

5Output file contains 1 row for each 
month that a member has identifiable 
asthma (ie - is in the denominator)

6If a qualified member has no numerator 
events during a month, the event count 
value will be 0.

7PMCA comorbidity variables in the 
output data are member level and 
represent the full two years worth claims 
for purposes of calculating comorbidities. 
This means, for a given member-month, 
a comorbidity may occur in the future 
(but only within the same evaluation 
year).
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